Documentary ‘The Voice of Peace – The Dream of Abie Nathan’.

Under directory of well-known German Eric Friedler, production
from Silke Schütze and editor Patricia Schlesinger, the documentary
‘The Voice of Peace – the dream of Abie Nathan’ will be shown for
the very first time for a selected group of persons in Hamburg in
December. This will be the premiere for those who worked together
with the team in the documentary.
A radical dreamer and a rebellious visionary; the Peace activist Abie
Nathan was his time – with disarmed directness - far ahead. He was
the man behind the Voice of Peace project, the radio station which
was on the air between 1973 and 1993 aiming the programs to all the
inhabitants from the several countries in the Middle East. But he
also tried to get the struggling parties over and over again together,
to talk about Peace, something he did far before the Peace talks
between PLO and Israel took place in 1991 in Oslo.

In the documentary all this important work will be highlighted as well
as Abie Nathan’s humanitarian work he did all over the world for
decades. Next to al lot of exclusive footage around 40 persons are
interviewed for the project like: President Schimon Peres van Israël,
Yoko Ono, Sir Michael Caine, Hans Knot, Don Stevens, Robbie Owen,
John McDonald en Mark Hanna.
It was Hans Knot who followed Abie Nathan intensive since they met
for the first time in 1968 and he published in 2006 the book: Voice
of Peace Memories and Abie Nathan’s work; which was a welcome
help for the production team.

‘The Voice of Peace – The dream of Abie Nathan’ will be shown on
German Television (Das Erste ARD) for the first time on Tuesday
January 7 2014 at 22.45 CET.

